Stuart Helps Others to Find Their Courage
Ten years is a long time to commit to a fundraising event, but not for Stuart Wegner who is
MSWA’s longest standing participant. He doesn’t have a direct connection to the
organisation, however after registering for Step Up for MSWA in 2008, he has since come to
know a few people living with multiple sclerosis (MS).
“My best mate actually told me about Step Up For MSWA, and we decided to start a friendly
competition. I registered on the day, and ten years later I’m still waiting for my friend to
turn up,” said Stuart.
“I come back every year because it’s a worthwhile cause to support. Before I joined Step Up
for MSWA I knew little about MS and other neurological conditions, but every year I see
how my support on the day, can make a difference to their lives through fundraising,” Stuart
added.
Stuart and his team would like to raise as much as they can, and this year they have secured
a few extra fundraising opportunities. They have enjoyed seeing the event change over the
years and have a lot of great memories. It’s become an annual event in their calendar and
the team will continue to step up, for as long as they can.
“I take on this role as supporter, in the hope of raising awareness and helping others who
are living with a neurological condition,” said Stuart. Step Up for MSWA has something for
everyone including the mini climb for children and the Double Up Challenge, and in 2017
raised over $248,000, all thanks to those who participated and their sponsors.
This year MSWA are hoping to exceed this amount but need your help by enlisting as many
of your friends and family to join, or to sponsor your climb.
Stuart said “most of the support I’ve gained is from the Keep Stairing team and family and
friends. All it takes is a conversation which can turn into enlisting another potential team
mate. Being in business has helped with fundraising and some of my clients have been very
supportive. I really hope we can make this year our biggest year yet.”
Join the Shadforth Financial Group Step Up For MSWA on Sunday, 17 June 2018.

